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Standard form of categorical syllogism

10. Introduction to Syllogisms Categorical Standard Discussion statement categorically has paved the way for consideration of two specific types of syllogism, categorical syllogism and sorites. To be discussed are definitions, moods, terms, numbers, validity rules, and mood/number charts. 1A. Our definition will build definitions of categorical syllogism and sorit in the following stages: syllogism, categorical
syllogism, standard categorical syllogism, and finally, standard categorical syllogism chains (sorites). 1B. Syllogism A syllogism is a three-part argument consisting of two places and a conclusion. The word, syllogism, comes from two Greek words (logo = reason + sun = with ) and literally means what you reason. Aristotle thought that most reasoning involved the use of two places and the conclusion he
gave the title, syllogism. 2b. Categorical syllogism Add adjectives, categorically, bringing two things to our attention. First, categorical syllogism is syllogism in which each statement expresses a relationship between two categories. Thus, we move now from categorical statements to categorical arguments. Second, two places of categorical syllogism are specifically identified as the main premise and small
premise. Therefore, the three parts of categorical syllogism are the main premise, small premise and conclusion. We will note how to identify the main verses of the small premise when we deal with the provisions of categorical syllogism. 3b. Standard categorical syllogism When categorical syllogism is standardized, or incorporated into the standard form it will show two qualities. 1C. AEIO forms premises
and the conclusion of each will express the relationship between the two categories in one form of standard AEIO. 2C. The order specified The standard order for syllogism means that the main premise is first followed by a small premise then a conclusion. This way we move down the argument: Major Premise (position 1st statement) Minor Premise (position 2nd statement) Conclusion (3rd statement
position) This is a fixed position. Therefore, we can talk about the first position as the main premise position, the second as the minor premise position, and the third as the conclusion position. 4B. The sorites The sorites are, literally, stacks, just a categorical chain of syllogisms. For each chain argument, it is important to determine the method in which the parts are linked together. In this compound
argument form, syllogisms are attributed when the conclusion of one argument becomes the premise in the next argument. The shape of the arrow diagram of the sorites of the two syllogisms looks like this: 1 + 3 4 + 5A 7 Keep in mind, of course, that the numbering pattern can be very different from this example depending on the location of the statement represented. What does it mean that no 2 appears
in the chart? What do 5A and 7 tell you (each more than one thing)? 2A. Atmosphere All standard standards Moody syllogisms. Mood refers to the pattern of AEIO forming arguments. Using our symbolic shape, consider the following pattern: 1. Some z is y 2. All x is z All x is z All z is y Some x is y All x is y If you identify form statements for each statement and list them from top to bottom, you will have an
atmosphere of arguments. Thus, you should be able to see why example 1 above is the IAI mood and example 2 is the AAA mood. As we will see, however, none of these examples are in the specified order. 3A. Provisions When we take the theme of the term standard categorical syllogism, keep in mind that we are now dealing with arguments and not statements per se. 1B. How many terms do we have
in standard categorical syllogism? Put this in context. If you look down the arguments, you should note that there are six category slots available. How many categories can be cited in syllogism? If we don't know anything else, we have to say that there may be six categories in syllogism with each statement consisting of two categories and there are three statements (2 x 3 = 6). But this is not true. The
second suggestion is that there are two terms because the term is a category and each statement has only two terms, a subject term and a predicate term. This is also not true. There are three terms in standard categorical syllogism, exactly three. To fill six possible slots, each term will perform a double task. Often mistakes occur by equivocation, changing the meaning of the term in arguments. One term
has two different meanings and therefore there are now four terms in the argument (therefore, a four-term error even though the opposite argument has a valid form). Here's an example: All bears are dangerous, these animals are bears, so these animals are dangerous. 2B. The name of the three terms is the main term, the minor term, and the middle term. Note the fact that three terms do not correspond
to the two places and the conclusion of a syllogism. But they're kind of overlapping as we'll see. 3B. Where will we find these terms in the argument? That said, they will be scattered in category slots with a lot of fluidity. 4B. Peculiarities 1C. The term paragraph statement syllogism although there is overlap between these terms, we can make them different. The following comparison should reveal the
manner in which the term statement differs from the term syllogism: Terms of Syllogism Statement No. 2 3 i.e. S/P M/M/M fixed fluid position There are only two terms of statement; subject and predicate with a fixed logical position. The three terms syllogism are main, minor, and middle with the logical position of the liquid. The only place where the term syllogism is locked or has fixed is in conclusion
(certainly in standard form). Keep in mind that three categories of categorical syllogism have certain functions in the statement at the same time that they have in the argument. So, statement terms and syllogism terms can refer to the same category and when they do they refer to various functions that exist as elements in a statement, on the one hand, and as elements in arguments on the other. 5B.
Recognition Because there is an overlay between the term statement and the term argument, the next related question is how do we recognize the term argument? Reviewing the terms of the statement for a moment, they are recognized as something said (the subject term) or what is said about something (the predicate term). Also, if the term statement is in standard order, and this is the key if given
English grammar, then the subject term will be found before the copula and the predicate term will follow the copula. Our current concern is recognition of the term argument: the main term, the minor period, and the medium term. We need to know how to put our finger on these terms; when we do we will find fringe benefits. 1C. Main term The main term of argument is the term for conclusion. Of course,
this assumes that conclusions are first put into standard categorical form. In addition, once the main term is identified, then we know which premise is the main premise. The main premise is the premise that has the main term in it. For the standard order, the main premise will be put in the first position or over down the argument. 2C. Minor term Small term argument is the subject term of conclusion. Again,
having the correct analysis of the conclusions by way of proper order is central. Also, once a small term is identified, with reference to the conclusion, then we know which premise is a small premise. A small premise is a premise that has a small term in it. For the standard order, the minor premise will be put in the second position down the argument. 3C. Middle term Middle term is a term that works between
places and is never found in conclusion. Consider the following example: All thieves are fine people All TV preachers are thieves So, all tv preachers are subtle Terms, thieves, not found in conclusions. However, it works between places. It works in the middle ground between each premise. 4A. Figure 1B. Image Definition is a middle term pattern. There are only four possible settings of the argument
provisions and these are identified by medium-term locations. 2B. Schematization We can build a number chart gradually to reveal four possible patterns from the medium term. 1C. There are four patterns Setting the middle term referred to as figure 1, number 2, figure 3, and figure 4 so we place them in the top row of this diagram: 1 2 3 4 2C. Add focus to the subject and term predicate Because every
statement of any argument that may have a subject term position of the subject and the term predicate in the predicate position, then the second line is required to indicate each Timeframe: 1 2 3 4 S P S P S P 3C. Add a line for the main place and minor Slot category present to indicate the position of the subject and predicate for each premise (why is there no line for conclusion?) 1 2 3 4 S P P P P P P Maj
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 4C. Four medium-term locations can now be shown Figure 1 divided to the left with the middle term in the subject position on the main premise and in the predicate position on the minor premises. Figure 4 is divided precisely by the middle term in the predicate position in the main premise and in the subject position on the minor premise. Figure 2 has both middle
terms (both use of the middle term) in the predicate position, and Figure 3 has both middle terms in the subject position. Therefore the finished diagram: 1 2 3 4 S P P P S P Maj Midd - - Midd Midd - - Midd Min - Midd - Midd - Midd Midd - 3B. Comparison /contrast Notice the difference between figure and mood. Both deal with patterns or settings. Images are a mixture of argumentary terms, especially from
the medium term; meanwhile, the mood refers to a mixture of AEIO statements. 5A. Validity There are four basic rules of validity for categorical syllogism. When violated, four corresponding errors result. For the sake of analysis, it may be helpful to note that two rules related to distribution (middle rule and balance) and two related moods (universal places and exceptions). 1B. The middle term principle of
the first rule is that the middle term must be distributed at least once or the argument is invalid. When this error occurs, as is the case in the following example, it is called a medium or mid-term error that is not distributed: All athletes are vegetarians Some vegetarians are happy people So, some happy people are 2B athletes. The principle of balance balance in view here is from the conclusion back to the
place. The balance simply means that if the term is distributed in conclusion, it must also be distributed on the spot. Mistakes that violate this principle of balance are often called illicit distributions. Of course, undistributed medium-term errors are also prohibited distributions. Therefore, it seems sufficient to use a balance error to point to this failure. 3b. Universal place principle The third rule insists that
movement from place to conclusion remains on a universal path. Thus, if the place is universal, then the conclusion must also be universal. In other words, it is claimed that we cannot ascertain validity when certain conclusions come from places that have universal scope. And more technically, we have to say that such an argument may be valid but its validity depends on what is being alienated about
universal places. Thus, the transfer from a universal place to a certain is not easy; therefore, the form is rated invalid. It should be noted that this principle is based on the modern interpretation of the The idea is that the actual membership in the subject class in the universal statement is not necessarily part of the meaning of the statement. For example, the claim of all pink Toyota Lee Iacoca does not carry
the assumption that there are actual members in this subject class (a class consisting of Toyota Iacoca). From here on conclude that the universal meaning is hypothetical (therefore, it is also called modern/hypothetical interpretation). That is, the Iacoca example must be qualified by the phrase if it exists because the class in question may or may not have a member: All Toyota Iacoca, if there are members
in this class, are pink. On the other hand, certain statements presumably carry the meaning that class members exist, at least one. Thus, to talk about some Iacoca Toyotas alienates that it has at least one actual Toyota (it may be true or false, but claims it as part of its meaning the assumption that there is at least one; whereas, universal claims do not have actual membership because it is certainly part of
its meaning). Given the above interpretations, it is clear why one needs to remain on a universal path to maintaining good form. To jump the track is to move the argument from if to is (of the two universals you cannot be sure in the conclusion that there is one class in question or that it does not exist). That mistake is called an existential error because we change from if it's in place to it in conclusion. Note
the parallel scheme below in this case: All If All (must have all) is (supposedly) We should, according to modern interpretation, simply stay on track by moving from a universal place (with implied if there is an actual member) to a universal conclusion. Because of modern hypothetical interpretations, the arguments aristotle thinks are legitimate are now questionable. You should note the fact that in the
mood/image chart below all syllogisms are categorical valid forms that are not boldly considered valid by Aristotle but are invalid according to hypothetical interpretations. We will adopt a hypothetical point of view given the thought that here with ~DV we mean that from form alone we cannot be sure that the argument is DV although possible. Before leaving this hypothetical interpretation problem, it may be
useful to consider the following example: Everyone is small fickle. All leprechauns are little people. So, some Leprechaun is fickle. The shift to some in the third statement may seem quite plain because one might reason that the place implies that all leprechauns are fickle and this in turn implies that some are fickle. Note that the place here can be correct even if no Leprechaun is considered to actually
exist, but the conclusions may not be correct except for a few at least one, considered to actually exist. In other words, another, Modern interpretations argue that it cannot be true that some leprechauns are fickle if they do not exist; but it could be true that all leprechauns are small even if they don't exist! It is this difference in what can happen that makes the move from a universal place to a certain
conclusion uncertain for modern translators. Finally, let me reiterate that this debate may be discussed as a matter of sound concerning the truth of the place or a matter of validity. It seems quite simple to claim that this leprechaun argument is valid but inaudible when the premise is first based on the false presupposition that some leprechauns exist. Or, if false assumptions only come to a conclusion then
the argument will ~DV because it has the correct place with false conclusions. However, the conclusion could have some form, at least one, if any. Then we have some leprechaun (at least one) fickle, if any in the first place. Therefore, we would consider that a violation of the universal place rule makes questionable arguments about its DV status because the conclusion of this kind of argument may be
false (when it is false, false assumptions may have infected the place as well; if it is unconsciously given in place that the leprechaun exists then the place is false and then the argument is not technically invalid but unhealthy). 4B. The Exclusion Principle refers to a statement containing the idea of rejection. So, if there is an exception in the argument, it should happen twice and this exception should be
divided between place and conclusion. In other words, no argument will be valid if it contains one exception; no argument would be valid if it had two exceptions and they were both in place; and no argument will be valid if it has three exceptions. 6a. Mood chart/image Arguments with mood/images listed below which are in bold are DV (assuming modern interpretation). Of course, this chart doesn't need to
be memorized, but it serves as a reference guide to check for evaluation of arguments. Take a look at the invalid shapes and observe what's common about them all. This will give you the simplest look at modern interpretations. Picture: AAA EAE AAI AAI AAI EAE AEE IAI AEE AII EIO AII IAI EIO AOO EAO AAI AEO OAO EIO EAO EAO EIO AEO Categorical Syllogism ws1 For more examples see
Churchill, p185 (1, 10) pp202-203 (A, 1-10) p210 (B, 1-5) pp202-203 (A, 11-20) p211 (C, 1,5,8,10) A. Specify 1. Syllogism: 2. Sorites 3. Mood 4. Figure B. Truth Value 1. Why the following argument is not in standard form: All pirates are cruel people All cruel people are people with cruel parents So: All pirates are people with cruel parents 2. t f You can determine the main premise of the argument by
isolating the medium term other information. 3. t f After you find the middle term in the conclusion you can then conclude the argument 4. t f between terms should be distributed on each premise for the validity of the argument. 5. t f The main term is in the position of the main premise. C. Describes the difference between the term statement and the term argument. D. How do you find the term predicate in a
categorical statement? E. How do you define a small term in categorical syllogism? F. How do you determine the main premise of categorical syllogism? G. Mention the error made in the following mood arguments and numbers. Sketch each argument for its structure (that is, show the mood and numbers in the six-category slot). Apply four validity rules to categorical syllogism. If there is no error indicating
DV. After completing your work, check your answers based on numbers/mood. 1. AAA - 2 2. EIE - 4 3. EIO-3 4. EAO-4 5. ALL-4 6. AOO-2 7. ALL-18. AIO-2 9. EIO-1 10. IAI-3 H. Given this argument, follow the instructions below: 1. All philosophy students are responsive students. 2. All responsive students are teachable people. 3. No one who can be taught is a person who is not intelligent. 4. So, all
philosophy students are intelligent people. __________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ B. Exercising charity, how can arguments be expressed so as to avoid committing four false terms? c. Arrow chart arguments. Include any enthymemes. Syllogisms categorically ws2 Works with standard forms,
determining whether DV or ~DV through four rules of categorical syllogism is valid. 1. Only flying things have wings. Not all birds fly. So, there are some birds that don't have wings. 2. All four fold are small mammals. An elephant is fourfold. So, elephants are small mammals. 3. Voluntary euthanasia risks accidental euthanasia. To risk killing innocent people without their consent is to risk committing
murder. Therefore, voluntary euthanasia is at risk of murder. 4. Those who believe in universal redemption should limit the power of the cross. Any position that limits the power of the cross holds limited redemption. Therefore, those who believe in universal peace hold on to limited peace. 5. An Arminian must limit the power of the cross because he believes that the cross does not save everyone for whom
it is intended and anyone who believes this should limit the power of the cross. Cross.
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